


Smart home solutions are 
designed in a way that both 
covers your smart needs 
and blends into your home’s 
interior. You can mount TIS 
control panels anywhere 
around the house and be 
certain that they sparkle on 
the wall. Saturn 57 is a new 
control panel manufactured 
by TIS that gives you the tech-
enriched yet velvety vibe you 
expect from a smart device.  



Saturn 57 is an elegant touch-sensitive interface 
with a sleek and customizable design that also 
features a central dashboard for your smart 
home settings.



Always ready to operate your commands, Saturn 57 senses 
your presence and wakes up as you approach it so you can use 
its display to set lights, AC, music, curtain, scenes, security, etc.



With few fingertip touches, you are all set to create a romantic evening 
for your wedding anniversary. Have the living room light dimmed to 
a purple shade, play a piece of favorite music, and let your smart 
home make a toast to your love.



Consider your Saturn switch as a mini-computer 
on the wall which allows you to see music albums, 
weather forecast, list of chandeliers, and curtains all 
around the house on a high-resolution screen.



The features of this control panel are accessible on 
your smartphone or tablet. You just need to add the 
Saturn 57 to your TIS hub so you can activate, create, 
or change smart settings without moving an inch.



So no matter if you are in the hallway, your child’s 
bedroom, in bed, at the office, or in the car heading 
to spend your weekend with your grandparents, 
you can always control your home all embedded in 
Saturn 57 panel.



This device comes with high-quality glass and frames 
and makes your interior scheme just flawless. After 
all, nothing sounds more delightful than being able 
to conveniently create beautiful moments with a 
beautiful piece of equipment.
We are here to help you live peacefully and 
comfortably with Saturn 57.




